Senior VP, Customer Interaction Analytics at Verint

Corporate and Personal Growth – A 10 years later IDC graduate perspective

Verint is the #20 enterprise software company in the world. It grew from 70M$ in 2000 to 700M$+ in 2010. Verint Systems Inc. (Verint) is a provider of Actionable Intelligence solutions and value-added services. Its solutions enable organizations of all sizes to make decisions to improve enterprise performance. More than 10,000 organizations in over 150 countries Verint solutions to capture, distill and analyze information sources, such as voice, video and unstructured text.

Ran graduated IDC in 2000 and has been working at Verint since, [http://il.linkedin.com/in/rachituv](http://il.linkedin.com/in/rachituv). Going through a fascinating journey of corporate and personal growth & being highly networked Ran will share his perspective on how to maximize your success beginning from the first steps out of the IDC nest and into the industry.

*The lecture will be conducted in Hebrew.*